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The temperature dependence of the integral light-scattering intensity is investigated in the temperature 
region near the phase-transition point in which the scaling-theory relations are valid. Principal attention is 
paid to structural phase transitions in which the optical dielectric permittivity depends only quadratically 
on the order- parameter. In this (the most interesting) case, first-order scattering by fluctuations of the 
order parameter occurs only in the less symmetric phase. Its intensity in the region of applicability of the 
Landau theory can increase appreciably only in a transition close to a tricritical point. On the other hand, 
in the scaling region for a second-order transition far from the tricritical point the critical index of the 
intensity turns out to be considerable: 0.5~.8 (for the tricritical transition it is the same as in the Landau 
theory: 0.5). Second-order scattering is also considered. It is shown that the intensities of the first- and 
second-order scatterings are comparable on the boundary of the region of applicability of Landau theory, 
and on closer approach to the phase-transition point have the same temperature dependence. The spectral 
composition of the second-order light scattering near the transition point is investigated. In the case of both 
relaxational and vibrational dynamics of the order-parameter fluctuations the main part of the intensity is 
concentrated in the region of the central maximum, which increases in height and decreases in width as the 
phase-transition point is approached. The principal existing experimental data on light-scattering anomalies 
in structural phase transitions are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 64.70.Kb 

Twenty years have passed since the first discussion 
of the possibility of critical scattering of light near 
second-order phase-transition pOints[l] and the experi
mental observation of "opalescence" in the ai::tl'l!.tran
sition in quartz. [2] During these years, and in par
ticular more recently, a considerable number of ex
periments have been performed (cf., eg., [3]); how
ever, on the whole, the question of the character of the 
anomaly observed in the scattering is still not com
pletely clear. In a number of cases it is not possible 
to interpret the experimental data using the simple 
phenomenological theory. [4-10] The limitations 
of this theory are connected, apparently, with several 
circumstances. First, in these papers[4-10] only the scat
tering thermal fluctuations (molecular scattering) was 
studied, i. e., the presence in the crystal of static inhomo
geneities (twinning faces, dislocations, point defects) 
was not taken into account but can, in principle, be one 
of the reasons for the light-scattering anomaly. [11-14] 

Secondly, the temperature dependence of the relevant 
coefficients was taken to be the same as in the Landau 
theory of phase transitions. [15] Moreover, it is known 
that this theory is inapplicable in the immediate vicini
ty of a second-order phase-transition point and we 
must use in its place the well-known scaling rela-
tions. [16] The purpose of the present work is to con
sider light scattering in the scaling region. In addi
tion, the second-order scattering, which turns out to 
be extremely important in the scaling region, is con
sidered in more detail than before. 

We note that for a phase transition in a solid the 
existence of a clearly defined scaling region is by no 
means obvious. It is known (e. g., [17]) that a nonzero 
shear modulus can cause a change in the character of 
the transition-before we reach the point at which the 
thermodynamic quantities have singularities (the sec
ond-order transition point), a discontinuous change of 
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density occurs, entailing the formation of a new phase, 
i. e., a first-order phase transition occurs. There 
are also other factors that can cause a change in the 
order of the transition. [18] 

However, in the case of many phase transitions in 
SOlids, both the experimental data and theoretical con
siderations indicate the existence of a region in which 
deviations from the Landau theory are appreciable but 
the factors leading to a first-order transition can be 
disregarded. Thus, the existence of a sharply defined 
sca ling region f or many magnetic phase transitions is we 11 
known, [16] and there are sufficiently weighty reasons toas
sume that this region is observed in the case of the 
structural phase transition in SrTiO:![19] and for cer
tain other structural transitions. [3] In practice, in 
considering this region we can speak of a second-or
der phase transition, and this will be done be low. 

The intensity for scattering of light with a small 
change of frequency (into unit solid angle and for unit 
intensity of the incident wave) is given by the expres
sion[4,20] 

( V )'( 2n)' n, _. _, "I ('), 1= 4n ~ ;;;-cos 6,cos 6,<I.1.B .. (q)e, e. I) 

=Q< I.1.B,.e/ tle:') I'), (1) 

where V is the scattering volume (in the following we 
shall put V; 1); AO is the wavelength of the light in 
vacuo; n1 and n2 are the refractive indices for the in
cident and scattered normal waves, characterized by 
wave-vectors k1 and ~, unit electric-field intenSity 
vectors e(l) and e(2), and angles 1i1 and 1i2 between the 
electric field and the electric induction; elk is the di
electric-permittivity tensor in the range of optical fre
quencies; Ae Ik(q) is a Fourier component of the func
tion Aelk(r), which is the difference between the local 
and equilibrium values of £Ik; q=k1-~; the brackets 
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< ... > denote averaging over a statistical ensemble, 
The total scattering intensity is the sum of the expres
sions (1) for both normal waves (the incident wave is 
assumed to be normal). Naturally, the consideration 
of the light scattering is divided into two parts-the 
elucidation of the character of the dependence of e ik 

on the generalized coordinates of the system, and the 
calculation of the average thermal fluctuations of these 
coordinates. 

1. DEPENDENCE OF Eik ONTHE GENERALIZED 
COORDINATES 

We first discuss the possibility of a linear dependence 
of I~ on the components Tlj of the order parameter. 
Naturally, such a dependence can be possessed only by 
those components of the tensor elk which are equal to 
zero in the high-symmetry phase and have the same 
transformation properties as the corresponding com
ponents Tlj under the symmetry transformations of this 
phase. If we disregard the presence of absorption, 
which is unimportant for the following, the tensor e I~ 
can be represented in the form of the sum of a sym
metric tensor e;h invariant undertime reversal R, and 
an antisymmetric tensor e:~, which changes sign under 
this operation. Since RTlJ = - T1, for a transition accompan
ied by the appearance of magnetic order, while RTlj = T1j 
for a structural phase tranSition, only e;: can have a 
linear dependence on T1j in the case of magnetic tran
sitions, and only 1';. in the case of structural transi
tions. Since e:: has the same transformation proper
ties as the magnetization vector, a linear relation be
tween e;: and Tlj is possible for transitions in ferro
magnets or in those antiferromagnets in which there is 
a linear relationship between the antiferromagnetism 
vector and the magnetization (in such antiferromagnets, 
the so-called weak ferromagnetism is possible), 

A theory of critical light scattering in a ferromag
netic phase transition, in which fluctuations of e;: were 
taken into account, is described in papers by L'vov 
and Moriya. [21) Since 1';: -M j (Mj is the magnetization), 
the light-scattering intensity is proportional, as can 
be seen from (1), to the Fourier component of the mag
netization correlation function. This treatment can 
be improved only by refining the form of the correla
tion function, and this has been done repeatedly. [16J 

In the case of a structural phase transition the exis
tence ofa linear relationship between €:k and T1j implies 
that the order parameter is one or several components 
of the elastic-deformation tensor u/". (which, like e:k , 

is a symmetric second-rank tensor) or any other gen
eralized coordinate (e. g., the polarization Pj) that is 
linearly related to u/". in the high-symmetry phase1 ), 

In both cases, as shown by Sobyanin and the author, [22J 

the critical fluctuations are essentially suppressed and 
the Landau theory remains valid all the way to the 
phase transition. The light scattering in such transi
tions (the custom recently is to call them ferroelastic 
transitions) has been studied in[4) by Krivoglaz and Ry

bak using the example of a ferroelectric with a piezo
effect in the high-symmetry phase. 

Thus, the possibilities for improving the theory per-
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tain prinCipally to those cases in which the dependence 
of elk on Tlj is quadratic. As follows from the discus
sion given above, for most phase transitions only such 
a relationship is possible. Moreover, for ferromag
netic transitions too, when a linear relationship is also 
pOSSible, it follows from (1) that, by choosing the po
larization of the incident and scattered rays in an ap
propriate way, we can study the part of the scattering 
which is associated with those fluctuations of the ten
sor components elk which depend quadratically on T1j. 
Such an investigation, as will be shown below, is of 
undoubted interest. 

In the expansion of Elk in powers of T1j, naturally, 
only those combinations of components of the order 
parameter which transform like the components of a 
second-rank tensor appear. Amongst the quadratic 
combinations of T1j there is certainly one that satisfies 
this condition-the second-order invariant TljTlJ; gen
erally speaking, other combinations can also exist. 
We, however, shall take into account only the invari
ant combination, assuming the order parameter to have 
one component. In this case we can omit the tensor 
indices. In other words, we have 

e=8o+aT]', (2) 

AB(q) =2aT]oT] (q)+a 1: T](k)T](q-k), (3) 
• 

where Tlo is the eqUilibrium value of the order param
eter. The coefficient a in formulas (2) and (3) can be 
assumed to be independent of temperature. 

Since the dependence of E on TI is fairly weak (only 
quadratic), it may turn out that the contribution of 
fluctuations of TI to the light-scattering anomaly is 
comparable to the contribution of fluctuations of some 
of the generalized coordinates on which e depends 
linearly, although the fluctuations of these coordinates 
vary much more weakly with temperature than the fluc
tuations of TI. As was shown in[4,9\ precisely this 
situation is realized in the region of applicability of 
the Landau theory, The corresponding generalized 
coordinates can be the normal coordinates of the totally 
symmetric optical vibrations, the concentrations of 
the components in a many-component system, the den
sity p of the substance, etc. Below, besides the fluc
tuations of T1, only fluctuations of p are taken into ac
count, The generalization is sufficiently obviOUS. 

2. FIRST-ORDER SCATTERING INTENSITY 

Taking into account the density dependence of e, 
i. e., adding the term bu, where u = t:..p/p, to the ex
pression (2), for the first-order scattering intensity 
we have 

I,=Q[ 4a'T]o'<11 (q) T] (-q) >+2abTJ,(u(q) T]( -q) 
+c.c.>+b'<u(q)u( -q) > 1""1 .. +1 •• +1 ••. 

(4) 

As can be seen from formula (4), in the high-symmetry 
phase, i. e., for 7'>0 (7'=(T- Tc)/Tc), the first-order 
scattering is associated with the density fluctuations 
only. The temperature dependence of this part of the 
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scattering is the same as that of the compressibility, 
i. e., a logarithmic or weak power dependence. 

For T< 0 it is necessary also to take into account the 
first two terms in formula (4): I"" and I~u' We have 
(cf. the Appendix of[15]) 

<'1 (q) Tj (-q» =Tx (q) (5) 

where X(q) is the generalized susceptibility correspond
ing to 71. For sufficiently small q. X-l(q) = X-1(0) + Dr/'; 
this formula is true for Dq2« X-1(0), or, equivalently, 
for qr c« 1, where rc is the correlation length for 71. 
When qr c» 1 (q-l is nevertheless much larger than the 
atomic dimensions). X(q) can be regarded as inde
pendent of temperature and X(q) - rlf, where the criti
cal index Tj is close to zero for three-dimensional sys
tems. [16] 

It follows from the above remarks and formulas (4) 
and (5) that in the region of values of 1 TI so small that 
qrc > 1 the intensity of the scattering by fluctuations of 
71 decreases as the transition pOint is approached: I~~ 

-7fo. Forqr c<1, 

(6) 

Taking[16] 710- 1 TI: 8 X(O)-I TI- r and using the relation 
(following from the scaling hypothesis) 2 - Q = Y + 2/3, 
where Q is the critical index for the specific heat (com
pressibility), we find[23] 

1",,-11:1 '('-')-". (7) 

According to the Landau theory, Y = 1, Q = 0, and 
I~~ does not vary with temperature. In the general case 
I~~ increases as I TI - 0, since, as a rule, Y > 1. The 
latter is in any case fulfilled for both the Ising model 
and the Heisenberg model. [16] For the three-dimen
sional Ising model, Y~ 1. 25; for the Heisenberg model, 
Y ~ 1. 4; for the transition to the superfluid state, Y 
=2.33. In other words, since Q~O, 

(8) 

Thus, for fixed q and 1 TI - 0, a fairly rapid increase 
in the intensity Inn first occurs and then Inn(T) passes 
through a maximum at qrc~ 1 and finally decreases on 
further decrease of 1 TI. We note that, since q ~ 105 

_106 cm- 1 for light, it is evidently practically impos
sible to reach the region qrc~ 1 in the case of many 
transitions in SOlids, inasmuch as a first-order phase 
transition occurs at larger va lues of 1 T 1 (cf. [17] and 
above). 

As can be seen from (A. 3) (cf. below), the mean fluc
tuation appearing in the expression for Inu is proportion
al to the derivative a2G/ agap, where g is the general
ized force conjugate to 71 and p is the pressure. Ac
cording to the homogeneity hypothesis the thermody
namic potential is a generalized homogeneous function 
of the variables g and T*, where T* is the distance in 
the (p, T)-plane from the given point to the phase-tran
sition line: T*=T-KP, K=T;/dT.!dp. Takinginto 
account the properties of generalized homogeneous 
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functions (cf., e. g. ,[16]), we find 

(9) 

In the region of applicability of the Landau theory, 
I~", like I"", does not depend on the temperature, while 
in the region of applicability of the scaling relations 
Inu increases as 1 T 1 - 0, but more slowly than I"". 
Taking into account the values given above for the 
critical indices for the ISing and Heisenberg models, 
we find that 

1,.-11:1-·, q>=O.25-0.4. (10) 

Thus, for a second-order transition far from the 
tricritical point, an appreciable anomaly, aSSOCiated 
with the increase in In,,' can be observed in the first
order scattering. It is interesting that the critical in
dex for the intensity coincides in this case with that de
termined by the simple formula contained in the paper 
by Yakovlev et al. [2]: 

(de)' (de)' 1- dT «tlT)')- dT cv-', (11) 

if we take into account that near Tc we have de/dT 
-adrfo/dT. We note that formula (11) is by no means 
universal; for example, for transitions corresponding 
to a tricritical point in SOlids, it leads (in the frame
work of the Landau theory) to a temperature depen
dence that is certainly inc9rrect. [10] 

USing the scaling relations for a transition corre
sponding to a tricritical point, i. e., a point at which 
a line of second-order transitions merges with a line 
of first-order transitions, [24] we can convince ourselves 
that formulas (7) and (9) are also correct for a tri
critical transition. We note that, as shown by theory[24] 
and experiment, [25] the indices Y and Q in this case 
coincide with those given by the Landau theory of the 
tricritical point, i. e., Y= 1, Q = t. In this case Inn' 
Inu and Iuu have the same temperature dependence, as 
has already been noted previously. [9] 

We draw attention to the fact that the conclusions of 
the Landau theory and of scaling theory with respect 
to the critical indices of the thermodynamiC quantities 
at a tricritical transition conicide only for the low
symmetry phase. In the high-symmetry phase, ac
cording to the Landau theory the first-order scattering 
intensity has practically no temperature dependence, 
while according to the scaling theory the critical in
dices for the scattering intensity are the same in both 
phases, i. e., 11 - I TI-1 / 2 for both signs of T. 

3. SECOND·ORDER SCATTERING 

The character of the anomaly associated with the 
second-order scattering was first studied in a paper by 
Ginzburg and the author. [5] However, an apprOximate 
expression for the scattering intensity was used in it, 
and the temperature dependence of the material con
stants was assumed to be the same as in the Landau 
theory. In[6] we used exact formulas for the fourth-
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order fluctuations, but in their final version certain 
terms were omitted in error (this does not affect the 
basic results of the paper, however). In the Appen
dix, improved formulas, obtained by the method used 
by us earlier, [6) are given for higher-order fluctuations, 
We shall make use of these formulas below, assuming 
that the constants that appear have the temperature de
pendence that agrees with the scaling hypothesis 0 [16) 

For T < 0 the second-order scattering intensity is 
determined by the second term of formula (3). We have 

I,(q)=Qa' E <'1 (k)'1 (q-k)'1 (k')'1 (q-k')>. 
k,k' 

Using formula (A. 9) and taking into account that the 
constant B' in this formula can be assumed equal to 
zero for T > 0 (cf. the Appendix), we obtain, 

(12) 

I,(q) =Qa'T' (2 J x(k)x(q-k) (2~~' - 6T J B(-k, k-q, -k', k'+q) 

xX(k)x(k-q)x(k')x(-k'+q) (~:)' (::;,). (13) 

In accordance with the scaling hypotheSis, we assume 
that 

(14) 

Where f(x) is a temperature-independent function. Re
plaCing the variable k by x =krc in the first integral of 
formula (13), we find that for q Rl 0 this integral is 
equal to 

(15) 

The integral in (15) converges, since for x» 1 we 
havef(x)-xij·2, where, as already noted, 17 is evidently 
close to zero in real systems. 

USing next the homogeneity of the four-point func
tion (cf. the Appendix), we have 

(16) 

where b(O, 0, 0, 0) = 1. We shall determine the tempera
ture dependence of B from the equation of state, which, 
in accordance with the scaling hypothesis, has the form 

(17) 

where h(x) is a function that can be expanded in a series 
about the point x = O. Taking into account that B 
=!( tg/ arr)o, we find from (17) that the critical ex
ponent of B is equal to ")' - 280 It follows from this that 
the critical exponent of the second term in formula 
(10) is equal to -3,),-213+61). 

In order that the expression for 12 be positive-defi
nite, this exponent should be no smaller than that of the 
first term, i. e., the inequality 

(18) 

should be fulfilled. Using one of the relations between 
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the critical indices of the thermodynamic quantities 
(')'+ 213=2 - a), we see that the inequality (18) is the 
Josephson inequality. [16) Thus, the requirement that 
the fourth-order fluctuations be positive leads to the 
Josephson inequality. In scaling theory this inequality 
is assumed to be an equality. [16) Calculations of the 
critical indices in the (4 -e )-approximation also lead 
to the equality. [26) Strictly speaking, however, it is 
not clear whether this equality is observed in the three
dimensional case, We recall that fulfillment of the 
equality does not follow from the assumption of homo
geneity of the thermodynamic quantities and correla- ' 
tion functions~the additional assumption that the trans
formation properties under a scale transformation are 
the same for the correlation function and for the square 
of the order parameter is required. [16) 

If the Josephson inequality becomes an equality, the 
mutual cancellation of the two terms in the right-hand 
side of formula (13) is possible. This would imply 
the existence of a relationship not only between the 
critical indices but also between the corresponding 
coefficients of the powers of T. In such a case the 
temperature dependence of 12 would be weaker than that 
of the first term in formula (13). In other cases these 
temperature dependences coincide o Making use of the 
relation Y= 1)(2 -1i), which follows from the homogeneity 
of the .correlation function, we have 

(19) 

Since 17 is evidently extremely small for three-dimen
sional systems (for the Ising model 17 Rl O. 04 and for the 
Heisenberg model 'i] '" O. 03), the temperature dependence 
of 12 is practically the same as that of the correlation 
length rc' We note that a similar conclusion follows 
from the Landau theory 0 [5) 

If the Josephson inequality becomes an equality (but 
the above-mentioned cancellation of terms of opposite 
signs in the expression for 12 does not occur), then, 
as follows from a comparison of the expressions (7) 
and (19) taking (18) into account, the first- and second
order scattering intensities have the same temperautre 
dependence. Moreover, in the region in which the 
scaling relations are valid, I~T/( - T) and 12( T) are the 
same in order of magnitude. 

To convince ourselves of this we shall compare 
I~~(- T) and 12(T) in the region of applicability of the 
Landau theory, and also on the boundary between this 
region and the region of applicability of the scaling re
lations. According to the Landau theory, for T < 0 we 
have 

X(k) = -2A+Dk'; '10'= -AlB, 

where A=A'(T- Tc) and B, D=const; therefore, I~~ 
= QifT/2B. The second-order scattering intenSity can 
be expressed in the form[6) 

I,=Qa'T'S( 1-'1 ,BTS). (20) 

where S is the first term of the expression in the 
brackets in formula (13). Since 12 and S are positive-
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--- --- -------------------------------

definite quantities, the condition for applicability of the 
Landau theory is that the second term in the brackets in 
formula (20) be small compared with unity. [6] It can 
be seen that when this term becomes comparable with 
unity the intensities I~~ and 12 are also comparable in 
magnitude. 

We have been concerned above with the second-order 
scattering for T >0. Using the formulas contained in 
the Appendix, we can also examine the case T < O. In 
this case, 

1,=Q [2a'I), L. (I) (k)1) (q)1) (-q-k) >+2a'I), L. (I) (q) I) (-q-k) I) (k) ) 

• 
+a'L. (I) (q-k)l)(k)I)(-k')I)(-q+k'» ]. (21) 

t,t' 

Carrying through arguments analogous to those given 
above, we can convince ourselves that in the region of 
applicability of the scaling relations the temperature 
dependences of aU terms in the expression (21) are the 
same and coincide with the temperature dependence of 
I~~. 

We note that for T < 0 the use of the thermodynamic 
potential of the Landau theory leads (in contrast to 
the case T > 0; cf. above) to a positive-definite expres
sion for the second-order scattering intensity (in the 
region, considered here, of small q). 

Thus, in the region of applicability of the Landau 
theory the intensity 12 increases as the transition point 
is approached, while I~~, remains constant. On the 
boundary of the region of applicability of the Landau 
theory 12 is comparable with I~~ (for T < 0), and, still 
closer to the transition point, these two intensities are 
approximately the same, both in magnitude and in their 
temperature dependence. 

We shall discuss now the question of the scattering 
of higher orders than the second, For example, in
clusion of the term a47j4 in the expression (2) leads 
(for q =0) to an expression proportional to 

S X(k,)x(k,)x (k,)x (k,+k,+k,)dk, dk, dk,. (22) 

Using the relation (14), we find that the critical index 
of the expression (22) is equal to - 41' + 9v = v(l + 4'ij). 
The positivity of the index means that the integral (22) 
remains finite as T- O. Expressions of a form analo
gous to (22) are also obtained when terms of still high
er order are included in (2). In other words, the high
er-order scattering intensities do not experience an 
anomalous temperature dependence as T- Tc • 

In the treatment given above it was assumed, in ef
fect, that the order-parameter fluctuations are not 
accompanied by the appearance of long-range forces. 
However, in certain cases, when the order parameter 
is one of the components of the polarization vector 
(a uniaxial ferroelectric), and also when the order pa
rameter is one of the components of the deformation 
tensor or equivalent to it in its transformation prop
erties (a ferroelastic), such forces appear and sub
stantially change the character of the fluctuations.[27-29,22 
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Substituting into formula (13) the known expressions for 
the x(k) of a uniaxial ferroelectric, [27-29] we find that 
the second-order scattering intensity (for q- 0) in
creases like lnT as the phase-transition point is ap
proached. For a ferroelastic phase transition, as fOl
lows from (13) and the expression for X(k) obtained by 
Villain and by Sobyanin and the author, [2] the second
order scattering intenSity remains finite. 

4. SECOND-ORDER SCATTERING. SPECTRAL DENSITY 

As was shown above, in the scaling region the first
and second-order scattering intensities are the same 
in order of magnitude, and it is therefore worthwhile to 
analyze the spectral distribution of the second-order 
scattering intensity near Tc; so far as we know, this 
has not been done before. We shall carry out the anal
ysis for the region of applicability of the Landau theory, 
in which the non-Gaussian character of the fluctuations 
can be disregarded, i. e., the second term in formula 
(13) can be omitted, The qualitative results evidently 
also remain valid on the boundary of this region. In ad
dition, we confine ourselves to the case T> 0; in the ap
proximation used, all the conclusions apply also to the 
nonsymmetric phase (T <0). We have 

I,(R, q) =2Qa' S (I) (k, w) I) (-k, -w) )(1) (q-k, R-w) I) (k-q, w-R) )dw dk. 

(23) 

We assume that the equation of motion of 1/ is the equa
tion of a harmonic oscillator with damping (this is close 
to reality for, e. g., a structural phase transition). In 
the usual way we find that 

fr 1 
(l)(k,w)I)(-k,-w»= nm (w'-wo'(k»'+f'w" (24) 

where wo(k), rand n1 are the characteristic-vibration 
frequency, damping constant and mass of the corre
sponding oscillator. In the follOwing we shall neglect the 
wave-vector of the light, i. e., put q = O. 

As already noted, allowance for the fact that q differs 
from zero is important only in the region near the phase 
transition where the correlation length rc is comparable 
with or greater than the wavelength of the light. For 
most phase transitions this region (putting aside the fact 
that the Landau theory is not applicable in it) is ex
perimentally inaccessible. Using (24), we obtain 

fr ' 
I, (R. 0) =2Qa' ( -;-) 

S dwdk 

where w~ = w~ - rZ/4. 

If there is no dispersion in the branch of oscillations 
of 1/, i. e., wd(k) = w = const, then, as is easily seen, for 
w<r, 12(0) has three maxima: at 0=0 and at 0=±2w. 
The central maximum is twice as high as the side max
ima and the widths of the maxima are equal. The pres-
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ence of dispersion in the oscillation branch leads to 
broadening and (in principle) disappearance of the side 
maxima. The width of the central maximum, however, 
is determined by the constant r, as before. Since for 
w < r there are also side maxima in the first-order 
scattering intensity, at least three maxima should be 
present simultaneously in the spectrum of the scattered 
light, and these have approximately equal intensities 
and widths on the boundary of the region of applicability 
of the Landau theory. For real systems, when there 
are frequently several oscillation branches possessing 
the same symmetry as the oscillations of 71, the situa
tion, naturally, can become more complicated. 

In the case when the fluctuations of 71 have a relaxa
tional character, the Fourier transform of the correla
tion function can be written in the form 

(26) 

This formula is obtained from (24) by taking the limit 
m - 0, with Y= mr, w~(k) = m-1x-1(k); for small k we 
have 

let (k) =x-t (0) +Dk'. 

The intensity distribution in the spectrum of the sec
ond-order scattering is given by the expression (the 
corresponding integral is calculated elsewhere[30)): 

(27) 

where x=~/w~, Wr =y-1 X(0) is the inverse relaxation 
time of fluctuations of 71, and rc = (DX(0))1/2. 

According to (27), 1(0, 0) has a maximum at 0=0, 
the half-width of which amounts to - 2. 2wr • Since, in 
the region of applicability of the Landau theory, X(O), 
wr - r-1 and rc - r-1 / 2 , the height of the central maximum 
increases like r-3/2. Consequently, the total intensity 
grows like r-1/ 2 (cf. also[S)). Since the expression (26) 
satisfies the requirements of "dynamical scaling, ,,(16) 

formula (27) can also be used outside the region of ap
plicability of the Landau theory. Only the temperature 
dependence of the coefficients X(O) and y will be dif
ferent (cf. [3ll). For a broad class of phase transitions, 
X(O)- 7"1.33 and y- rO·33 (cf., e. g., [3ll), and therefore 
the temperature dependence of the width of the spectral 
maximum is the same in the region of applicability of 
the Landau theory and in the scaling region. The tem
perature dependences of the maximum intensity in these 
regions do, in fact, differ, but only by virtue of the dif
ferences in the critical indices for the correlation 
length re, Since, as shown above, the temperature de
pendence of the integral intenSity practically coincides 
with that of rc in the scaling region. We recall, how
ever, that in the scaling region, generally speaking, 
the non-Gaussian contribution to 12(0, q), not taken into 
account here, becomes appreciable. 

A separate treatment is necessary for a phase transi
tion in a uniaxial ferroelectric or ferroelastic. Here 
it is important to take into account the dependence of 
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w~ on the direction of k. [22,27,28) The integral appearing 
in the formula for the second-order scattering intensity 
in a uniaxial ferroelectric (when the fluctuations of 71 
have a relaxational character) has in fact been calcu
lated in[32). Using the result of this work, we have 

X"'(O) 1 1 [ x 1 (. _X')] i,(Q,O)=Qc'a'T--,--- arctg---In 1+- , 
r, {J), x 2 x 4 

(28) 

where c""3xlO-4• Since, with logarithmic accuracy, 
x(0)-r-1 and rc -r-1 / 2 for uniaxial ferroelectrics, it 
can be seen from (28) that the height of the spectral 
maximum grows like r-1 as r- 0, and its width de
creases like r. The total second-order scattering in
tensity then increases logarithmically (cf. Sec. 3). 

In the case of a phase transition in a ferroelastic it 
has not been possible to obtain an expression for 12(0, q) 
in explicit form. However, from the results of[33) by 
Shchedrina and the author, in which the same integral 
as the one appearing in the expression for 12(0,0) was 
calculated for the ferroelastic case, it follows that when 
the fluctuations of 71 have a relaxational character we 
have 12 (0, 0)-r-1 / 2 • The total second-order scattering 
intensity in the ferroelastic does not experience a sin
gularity near the transition point, and therefore the 
width of the central peak decreases in this case like rl/2. 

5. POSSIBILITIES OF COMPARISON WITH 
EXPERIMENT 

Although a whole series of experimental studies of 
light scattering near phase-transition pOints in solids 
has by now been carried out, [3) it is evidently still too 
soon to make a direct comparison of the theory ex
pounded above with experiment. In fact, strictly speak
ing, there are no grounds to suppose that it has been 
possible to observe critical scattering in the case of a 
quadratic relationShip between Eik and 71j, although in a 
number of experiments it would have been pOSSible, at 
first sight, to count on such observations. We shall 
discuss these experiments in more detail. 

The clearest effect-the increase in the scattering 
intensity by four orders of magnitude in the region of 
the transition-has been observed in quartz. [2,11) At 
first, this "opalescence" was assumed to be due to 
fluctuations of the order parameter.[S,8,9) However, 
Shapiro and Cummins Ull then obtained data that indicate 

. the static character of the inhomogeneities responsible 
for the "opalescence"; this, of course, would be im
possible if thermal fluctuations were the cause of the 
scattering. The question of the nature of these inhomo
geneities lies outside the scope of this paper (on the 
whole, it remains unclear U4 )) and here it is pertinent 
only to discuss which part of the observed anomaly 
could be associated with scattering by thermal fluctua
tions. 

We shall assume that the phase transition in quartz 
is second-order. As was shown above, the scattering 
intensity, in the region qrc < 1, grows according to ap
proximately the same law as the correlation length as 
I r I - O. Since the increase in intensity ceases when 
qrc -1, the intensity of the scattering by fluctuations of 
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1] can be increased by, at best, three orders of magni
tude. Far from the transition point the intensity of 
scattering by fluctuations of 1] is approximately equal to 
the intensity of one of one of the combination lines, i. e. , 
is smaller than the total scattering intensity by one or 
two orders of magnitude. Thus, in the O!P,B-transition 
in quartz, the thermal-scattering anomaly due to the 
nonclassical temperature dependence of the constants of 
the crystal should be at least two orders of magnitude 
smaller than the observed anomaly. 

The fact that the O! p,B-transition in quartz is, ap
parently, a first-order transition[3] can introduce ad
ditional restrictions on the magnitude of the molecular
scattering anomaly. If, however, as assumed by Lar
kin and Pikin, [17] the existence of the first-order transi
tion is associated with the specific influence of the non
zero shear modulus on the behavior of the thermo
dynamic quantities in the scaling region, then a notice
able molecular-scattering anomaly could be observed 
in the O!P,B-transition in quartz. In addition, the in
tensities of the first- and second-order scatterings 
should be comparable. To check these conclusions, 
careful experiments to study the spectral composition 
of the scattered light are necessary. 

The experimental data on the anomalies in the thermo
dynamic quantities in the o!P,B-transition in quartz are 
interpreted in a number of papers[S,9,3] as evidence of 
the closeness of the O!P j3-transition to a tricritical 
point. We shall discuss this possibility briefly. We 
note first of all that, in the framework of scaling theory, 
more or less definite conclusions about the character of 
the tricritical transition can be made only in those 
cases when either the shear modulus is equal to zero 
(a liquid) or its presence can be disregarded. [24] As 
already noted, in this case the critical indices of the 
thermodynamic quantities for the tricritical transition 
are the same as in the Landau theory. In particular, 
the compressibility of the substance increases like 
I TI-1/ 2, and this should lead to a strong increase in the 
density fluctuations and to intensification of the molec
ular light scattering. The presence of the shear mod
ulus changes this result in two respects. First, it has 
the effect that in the region of applicability of the Lan
dau theory a large increase in compressibility does not 
lead to a corresponding increase in the level of the 
fluctuations, which, for parameters typical for struc
tural transitions, becomes only a few times greater. [10] 
Secondly, the very existence of the tricritical point be
comes problematical. The possibility that it exists has 
been demonstrated only for phase transitions occurring 
under very high pressure. [34] Thus, the assumption 
that the O!P ,B-transition is close to a tricritical point 
is insufficiently certain at the present time. 

An increase in the light scattering intensity near the 
phase-transition point in NH4CI has been observed in a 
number of experiments. [35,36] However, according to 
Shustin, [35] the dependence of the intenSity on the wave
length of the light is much weaker than X-\ so that, in 
this case too, there are no grounds to assume that 
thermal fluctuations are the cause of the observed scat
tering (c!. also[12]). At atmospheric pressure the 
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phase transition in NH4CI is first-order; the remarks 
just made concerning the O!P,B-transition in quartz can 
also be applied to this. It is interesting that this transi
tion already becomes continuous at relatively low pres
sures. [37] According to the experimental data, the 
light-scattering intensity at the phase-transition point 
has a maximum at the pressure corresponding to the 
change in the character of the transition. £38] As fol
lows from the formulas given in the articles by Ginz
burg and the author, [10] the molecular-scattering inten
sity at the transition point (calculated using the Landau 
theory) is a maximum for the tricritical transition. It 
would seem, therefore, that we can expect that the max
imum observed in NH4CI is associated with precisely 
the molecular scattering. However, such a conclusion 
requires careful experimental verification. In fact, it 
remains unclear whether the point on the p- T diagram 
at which the character of the phase transition in NH4CI 
changes is tricritical in the strict sense of this word. 
In fact, the continuity of the transition could be asso
ciated with the presence of defects and inhomogeneities 
in the crystal; the fact that the first-order transition 
becomes continuous could correspond to a reduction of 
the discontinuities of the thermodynamic parameters to 
a certain magnitude in the first-order transition in the 
ideal crystal. 

The discovery of an effect of the critical-opalescence 
type in the phase transition in SrTi03 has also been re
cently reported. [39] It was found, however, that the in
tensity has a substantial dependence on the scattering 
angle, so that if we associate this scattering with ther
mal fluctuations the correlation length of the fluctua
tions turns out to be extremely large: 4x 10-6 cm for 
T"" O. 3. This conclusion contradicts both the experi
mental data on neutron scattering[40] and the estimates 
from the EPR data Of[191, according to which the cor
relation length in SrTi03 has the usual (i. e., atomic) 
order of magnitude (not too close to the phase-transition 
point). Thus, in the case of SrTi03 also, the molecular
scattering anomly is evidently masked by an anomaly of 
a different nature. In particular, if we assume that the 
latter is due to scattering by defects, the angular de
pendence of the intensity could be associated with cor
relations in the positions of the defects, which are de
termined by the conditions of the growing and annealing 
of the crystals. A value of the order of 10-6 cm for the 
corresponding correlation length is usual in this case, 
but the temperature dependence of the correlation 
length observed by Steigmeier etal. [39] remains incom
prehensible. 

Nor does it appear possible to compare the conclu
sions obtained above concerning the evolution of the 
spectral composition of the second-order scattering 
with experimental data. Evidently, this is connected 
with the fact that the scattering of interest to us is con
centrated in the region of the central maximum, and 
experimental investigations of the anomalies in the light 
scattering in this region of frequencies are only just 
beginning. 

The author expresses his deep gratitude to V. L. 
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Ginsburg, V. V. Osipov and A. A. Sobyanin for useful 
discussions in connection with the present work. 

APPENDIX 

Calculation of the mean fluctuations 

The general method of calculating the average of the 
fluctuations of a certain macroscopic variable ~ = ~(X), 
where Xis the complete set of microscopic coordinates, 
consists (cf., e. g. , [41.42]) in considering the thermo
dynamic potential in the presence of an external force 
a, conjugate to t It is obvious that 

G(a)=-Tln S exp ( - H(X~as(X) ) dX, (A. 1) 

where H(X) is the Hamiltonian of the system in the ab
sence of the external force. Differentiating (A. 1) a suf
ficient number of times, we can obtain exact formulas 
expressing the magnitudes of the fluctuations of arbi
trarily high order in terms of the derivatives of G(a). 
In many cases it is more convenient to consider not the 
thermodynamic potential G but the free energy F, de
fined by the relations 

f)G 
F(s)=G(a)-a-, 

f)a 
(A. 2) 

An analogous procedure can be extended to the case of 
many variables. 

For reference we give some formulas (cf. [37.38.6]): 

(A. 5) 

The derivatives in formulas (A. 3)-(A. 5) are taken at 
the equilibrium values of aU the variables, and Fi~ is 
an element of the inverse of the matrix with elements 
Fik = a2 FI a~i a~k' 

The free energy also has the meaning of a free energy 
of nonequilibrium states, as this is defined by Lenon
tovich. [41] When the role of the variables ~j is played 
by the quantities 1)(k), we have 

F=F. + : .EA (T, k) Tj (k) Tj (-k) + Y .E B' (T, k" k" k,) 
10.: 11:,+11:,+11:3=0 

XTj (k,) Tj (k,) Tj (k,) + : .E B (T, k" k" k" k.) Tj (k,) Tj (k,) Tj (k,)lj (k.) 
k,+1I:2+1I:3 +1I:,-0 

(A. 6) 

In the case T < 0 special clarification of the meaning of 
the expression (A. 6) is necessary. This is connected 
with the fact that the equilibrium state here is degen
erate, while the Leontovich definition of the free en
ergy, like the derivation of formulas (A. 3)-(A. 5), 
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stipulates averaging over a statistical ensemble of sys
tems. It is obvious that the ensemble average of the 
quantity 1)(0) is equal to zero both for T>O and for T<O; 
but the system's being in the low-symmetry phase cor
responds, in the language of the statistical ensemble, 
to the presence of large fluctuations that do not vanish 
as V - 00: (~(O» = 10. According to (A. 3) this means 
that if we consider the expression (A. 6) as an expansion 
about the mean value of 1), then A( T, 0) - 0 as V - 00. It 
can be shown that in this limit other coefficients in 
formula (A. 6) also vanish. 

There exists, however, a well-known procedure for 
eliminating such difficulties. [43] We assume that an ex
ternal field, conjugate to 1), is applied to the system. 
Passing first to the limit V- 00 and then letting the mag
nitude of the field tend to zero, we find that (1)(0» is 
nonzero and equal to one of the two equilibrium values 
of 1), and the fluctuations of all quantities disappear 
when V - 00. The expression (A. 6) now corresponds to 
an expansion about the corresponding equilibrium value 
of 1). As an equivalent procedure, it can be assumed 
that the summation in (A. 6) is performed over k= 0, 
and 1)(0) is a parameter of the Hamiltonian, L e., in the 
calculation of F integration over this variable is not 
performed. 

We emphasize that in neither of these approaches 
does the Leontovich-type free energy used in the cal
culation of the fluctuations have the form that is taken 
in the Landau theory of phase transitions. This follows 
not only from the arguments put forward above but also 
from the fact that, according to (A. 3) and (A. 6), 

<ITj(k) I')=TY-'A-'(T, k), (A. 7) 

Le., A(T,k»O for allk. At the same time, it is as
sumed in the Landau theory that for T < 0 the coefficient 
of 1)(k)1)( - k) in the expression for the free energy is 
negative in the region krc < 1. For the temperature re
gion T<O the free energy figuring in the Landau theory 
can have the meaning of an incomplete free energy (cf., 
e. g., [44]). 

We shall write out formulas for the average fluctua
tions that appear in the expressions (12) and (21). In 
our previous paper[6J the calculation of the third-order 
fluctuation is annotated in detail. There it is shown 
that 

<Tj (q) Tj (-q-k) Tj (k) +c.c.> 
=-6 (T/V) 'x(k)x (q)x (k+q) (B'(-q, q+k, k)+B'(q, -q-k, k)). 

(A.S) 

Here X(k) has the meaning of the generalized suscepti
bility corresponding to 7)(k), and is defined by the rela
tion 

f)'F 
YX-'(k). 

The calculations of the average fourth-order fluctua
tion are carried out analogously. We give the final 
result: 
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<'I(k)'I (q-k) 'I (k') 'I( -q-k'»= (T/V)'x(kh (k-q) 
X[Il.· .• _.+Il •.. _.]+36(T/V)'[B' (k+k', -k, -k') 

XB'(-k-k', k-q, k'+q)x(k)x(k-q)x(k')x(k'+q)x(k+k') 
+B'(k-k'-q, -k, k'+q)B'(q-k+k', -q+k, -k')X(k)x(k-q) 

XX(k')X(k'+q)x(k-k'-q)+B'(-q, -k', q+k') 
XB'( -k, k-q, q)x(q)x(k-q)x(k')x(k)x(k'+q)] 

-6(TIV)'B(-k, k-q, -k', k'+q)x(k)x(k-q)x(k')X(k'+q). 
(A. 9) 

The structure of formula (A. 9) can be elucidated by 
means of a diagram (the figure), in which the lines 
correspond to the quantities TV-1X(k) = (17(k) 17( - k), the 
triangles to the complete three-point functions 
6VT-1B'(kh k2,k3 ) and the square to the four-point func
tion 6 vrl B(kh kz, k3, k4). 

tlFrom the point of view of symmetry theory, it does not mat
ter which of P J and u'm is called the order parameter. In. 
specific cases we start from a microscopic picture of the 
transition or from the experimentally determined tempera
ture dependence of the corresponding constants of the crystal. 
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